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ABSTRACT
In sports performance analysis, it is important to understand dif-
ferences between experts and novices in order to train novices in
an efficient manner. To understand these differences within the
game of tennis, we developed a virtual environment to analyze the
responses of experts and novices to services. By capturing actual
service motions of an expert, it is possible to reproduce virtualized
services in the environment. We did experiments on types and
courses of services. As a result, we found differences between ex-
perts and novices in preparation, leg movement, take-back returns,
and degree of spine twist.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In sports training, novices learn by observing experts. In studying
the learning process, it is essential to understand the differences in
how experts and novices move their body, and many researchers
have tried to analyze these differences using various methods in
different experimental environments.
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Figure 1: Appearance of the System (User’s point of view)

There are remarkable previous works on visual attention analy-
sis and motion analysis. Using visual attention analysis, researchers
can analyze what information experts use for prediction by mea-
suring gaze information [4, 8, 11, 12]. However, this method cannot
measure the movement of the whole body; in contrast, motion
analysis can analyze how expert players use their predictions in
responsive movement [10, 13].

Motion analysis experiments may take place in laboratory envi-
ronments, real environments, or virtual environments.

In laboratory environments, researchers can control conditions
using experimental equipment [2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 15]. However, this
method is limited because the laboratory may not exactly repli-
cate conditions of the actual sport being studied.

In real environments, various aspects of a sport can be measured
in an authentic context [6, 7, 12], but external factors such as wind
or irregular boundaries are difficult to account for or exclude.

Virtual environments can accurately simulate the reality of a
sport through three-dimensional images; because everything is
constructed in computers, external conditions can also be controlled
or excluded.

Despite the applications of virtual environments, they have been
used very little in motion analysis. In this study, we developed
a virtual environment to simulate services in tennis in order to
analyze the behavior of tennis players during service returns.
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Figure 2: An example of service and return in tennis.

2 RELATEDWORKS
2.1 Experimental environments

2.1.1 Laboratory environments. There are many previous stud-
ies of sports performance analysis in laboratory environments
[2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 15]. Cacioppo et al. measured brain waves based on pre-
sented images of known and unknown service courses [3]. Singer
et al. aimed to differentiate between men and women and between
experts and novices by presenting video pictures [11]. Mark et al.
analyzed the relationship between instructional videos and perfor-
mance improvement [15].

In these environments, researchers can use dedicated equipment
such as video images and tennis ball hitting machines to control
conditions, but are only able to reproduce certain parameters of ten-
nis play since laboratory conditions cannot exactly parallel tennis
court conditions.

2.1.2 Real environments. There are also many previous studies
of sports performance analysis in real environments. Singer et al.
attempted to detect visual search patterns at the time of service
return by installing a device for gaze measurement [12]. Iwatsuki
et al. aimed to examine the effect of the intention to hit a disguised
backhand drop shot on tennis performance [7]. Hurley et al. aimed
to examine service placement based on gender differences and
comparing first services to second services [6].

In these environments, various aspects of tennis can be efficiently
and realistically analyzed by observing actual on-court play. How-
ever, it is difficult to control conditions such as ball rotation or
speed of shots, and to eliminate external factors such as wind and
sunlight.

2.1.3 Virtual environments. Due to great advancements in vir-
tual reality technology, researchers have been able to apply virtual
environments in several forms. Asutay et al. examined the advan-
tages and weaknesses of three-sides displays and head-mounted
displays (HMDs) when playing tennis in virtual environments [1],
while Teck et al. created haptic presentation devices for tennis
rackets in virtual environments [14].

In virtual environments, researchers can replicate on-court condi-
tions in three-dimensional space using HMDs. Since environments
are implemented through computer code, controls can be placed
on external conditions such as weather.

Table 1: Type of Service

Type Speed Track

Flat Very Fast Straight
Slice Fast Leftward curve
Spin Slow Sharp drop, high bounce
Kick Slow Leftward curve, rightward bounce
Twist Fast Rightward curve

2.2 Analysis methods
2.2.1 Visual attention analysis. In visual attention analysis, re-

searchers use dedicated devices and large screens to measure gaze
information [4, 8, 12]. Using 16 mm film, Goulet et al. estimated the
gaze positions of tennis experts and novices during returns of three
types of services [5]. Singer et al. measured visual search patterns
to understand the degree to which each measure differentiated the
groups [11].

Using this form of analysis, researchers can determine what
information experts use for prediction, but since gaze is the only
variable available, this model cannot show how experts behave
based on those predictions.

2.2.2 Motion analysis. Spencer et al. attempted to detect pat-
terns in professional hockey games by analyzing player movements
[13]. Shim et al. examined 13 skilled and 12 novice tennis players’
ability to use visual observations of opponent movement patterns
to anticipate and respond to actions [10].

In motion analysis, researchers can measure the motions of
whole bodies in order to analyze how expert players use their
predictions to respond effectively to various service types.

3 MOTION ANALYSIS IN TENNIS USING A
VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

3.1 Service and returns
There are various types of shots in tennis. The shot hit at the start
of each point is called the service or serve, and the responding shot
is called the return (Fig.2).

Players employ various kinds of spins and courses in service.
Possible courses are referred to by the point where the ball hits the
court after the server strikes it: "center" means near the center line
of the court, "body" means near the middle of the service target
area, and "wide" means near the service area’s lateral boundary;
i.e., the singles line of the court. As for spins, services can roughly
be classified as "flat," "slice," "topspin," "kick," or "twist" shots (Table.
1). Four of them other than "twist" are as shown in Fig. 3.

Services have a width range as narrow as 1/4 that of typical
shots in tennis, so service returns require less player movement
than most shots. However, many professionals can hit services at
speeds of more than 250 km/h, and some amateurs more than 200
km/h and there is the confounding factor of spin type. Therefore,
returners need to be prepared for a wide range of service types.
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Figure 3: Service trajectories seen from a height of 180cm)

Figure 4:Motion analysis hardware affixed to a tennis racket
(left) and a participant’s body (right).

3.2 Cognition and behavioral segments in a
virtual environment

3.2.1 Visual presentation. In virtual environments, many re-
searchers use HMD devices as visual presentation methods. These
devices can present three-dimensional virtual environments as
stereoscopic images, with acceleration and gyro sensors detecting
rotation so that images in the virtual environments correspond to
head rotations of users.

Some HMD devices, such as the HTC VIVE, track head positions
of the users in real space. The HTC VIVE has multiple IR sensors
in addition to two IR cameras that it can use in tandem to present
images to users based on their real movements.

3.2.2 Motion analysis. In motion analysis, many researchers
use sensors, markers, and motion tracking suits.

HTC VIVE controllers and trackers, as mentioned, operate based
on three-dimensional position and tilt data from IR sensors and
cameras. By attaching HTC VIVE devices to parts of a player’s body,
researchers can acquire data such as position and rotation of body
parts during a service or return.

Similar principles are at play in motion tracking suits such as
Xsens, which employs a sensor system composed of a nine-axis sen-
sor and an atmospheric pressure sensor to track three-dimensional
coordinates and tilt, allowing researchers to gather coordinates
of and posture data on wearers. Furthermore, since Xsens trans-
mits data via wireless LAN, Xsens can be used without disturbing
wearers even during intense activities such as sports.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
To create a virtual environment system for tennis, we used Unity
as a game engine. Within this system, we simulated a tennis court
environment, service motions, and ball behavior during service,
and devised a process for motion analysis. Fig. 1 depicts the visual
aspect of our system from the user’s perspective.

4.1 Surrounding environment
We created a tennis court in the virtual environment according to
the International Tennis Federation’s Rules of Tennis. The simulated
surface of the tennis court was artificial grass. In addition to the
tennis court itself, we created walls and two benches. The walls
surrounded the court at a distance of at least 2 m from the virtual
playing area, creating a visual barrier for participants that left them
with only the sky and court markings as reference points. We placed
benches according to observed locations on actual tennis courts.

4.2 Motion Analysis
In this study, we performed motion analysis using HTC VIVE con-
trollers and trackers-two of each. Participants were equipped with
a controller on each calf and a tracker on the waist, with the other
tracker affixed to the participant’s racket (Fig. 4).

To affix the tracker to the waist, we used a binding band and
a custom 3D-printed tracker mount with two holes for the band,
allowing the device to be worn as a belt. We used two binding bands
to affix each controller, using one to bind the controller to the calf
and looping the other through a hole in the controller and around
the waistband. The use of multiple bands prevented displacement of
the controllers during player motion. These devices were installed
in locations that did not interfere with exercise.

As for the tennis racket, we attached the tracker to the grip end
using a 3D-printed mount stabilized by grip tape.

4.3 Motion of service
We used Xsens to record service motions. We invited a former na-
tional tennis player for a country in south Asia (male, 35 years
old, 172 cm, left-handed) and measured the dimensions of his body
in the Xsens suit to make recorded motion accurate, followed by
calibration of the suit. After the calibration process, we took mea-
surements at a tennis court.

For these measurements, we asked the player to hit flat services
on three different courses (center, body, and wide), and to serve
using four spin types (flat, slice, topspin, and kick) on a body or
wide course. For each service variation, we recorded seven balls, for
an overall total of 49 shots. Then we applied the gathered motion
data in the Unity system. Fig. 5 depicts a flat service implemented
in the system.
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Figure 5: Illustration of a flat service in the system.

4.4 Ball behavior during service
For this study, we reproduced ball behavior during service using
a three-dimensional reconstruction of ball trajectory and physical
laws applied to the ball.

4.4.1 3D reconstruction. To begin, we reconstructed the three-
dimensional trajectories of service balls. At the same time we
recorded the player’s service motion, we shot the state of the service
using two cameras. From the captured video, we estimated three-
dimensional coordinates of the tennis ball in each frame. Achieving
this required three steps.

First, we derived the inverse perspective projection transforma-
tion matrix, which is used for obtaining three-dimensional coordi-
nates in a real space using two two-dimensional coordinates. To do
this, we calibrated the tennis court used to record service motions
by setting up a calibration pole at 2 m intervals in a rectangular
area (24 m in depth and 12 m in width). To show the pole become
vertical, we used two LEDs and an LED switch. We placed each LED
in front of each camera lens, and both LEDs were made to shine
simultaneously by pressing the switch,. As a result, we obtained
253 pairs of corresponding points, and we calculated the matrix
by using these points, the least squares method, and perspective
projection transformation matrices of each camera.

Second, we set up a process for the detection of moving objects.
To do this, we used background subtraction and eroding processes,
and a tracking function from the OpenCV library. The background
subtraction process compared the first frame of the moving image
with each frame, then generated corresponding videos with pixel
value changes in white and unchanged areas in black. This process
also regarded visual noise, such as the movement of leaves in the
frame, as moving objects, which we attempted to reduce via an
eroding process. These two processes improved the accuracy of the
subsequent tracking process.

As a tracking method, we used the OpenCV library function
trackingMIL. MIL stands for "multiple instance learning"; this li-
brary function uses positive and negative patches near the tracker
to generate coordinates. By applying this process to the moving im-
age that was output by the above-described processes, we obtained
two-dimensional coordinates of the tennis ball in each frame from
each camera.

By combining these coordinates and the inverse perspective pro-
jection transformation matrix, we were able to reconstruct the ball
trajectory in three dimensions. Since this tracking system was not
wholly accurate, we performed two-dimensional function approx-
imation on three-dimensional coordinates of the trajectory with

Figure 6: The laws of physics of tennis balls in the air on ZY
plane.

regard to horizontal direction in relation to both vertical direction
and back-and-forth direction.

4.4.2 Physics. Next, based on the three-dimensional reconstruc-
tion of the ball trajectory, we created simulated services to present
in the virtual environment. For this purpose, we considered the
forces acting on the ball during flight, upon bouncing, and at the
time of service.

First, we implemented forces at play during ball flight into the
model. We defined the horizontal direction as the x-axis, the vertical
direction as the y-axis, and the longitudinal direction as the z-axis.
Forces considered were gravity, drag, and lift (Fig. 6). Lift (Flzy )
and drag (Fdzy ) were obtained using the following equation (A =
cross-sectional area passing through center point of sphere, p = air
density, v = speed of ball (m/s), Clzy = lift coefficient , Cdzy = drag
coefficient).

Flzy =
1
2
ClzyApV

2
zy (1)

Fdzy =
1
2
CdzyApV

2
zy (2)

Also,Clzy andCdzy can be obtained via the following equations:

Clzy =
1

2.02 + 0.981VzyV s

(3)

Cdzy = 0.508 +
1

(22.503 + 4.196(VzyV s )
2.5

)
0.4 (4)

Vszy is the number of revolutions per second on the zy plane of
the ball multiplied by the radius of the ball. The angle θ in Fig. 6
has the following equation:

tanθ =
Vy

Vz
(5)
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In addition, the equations of motion for the z and y axes are (m
= mass of tennis ball)

m
dVz
dt
= −Fdcosθ + Flsinθ (6)

m
dVy

dt
= −Fdsinθ − Flcosθ −mд (7)

If we substitute this formula (1), (2), and (5) into (6) and (7), the
equation is modified thusly

dVz
dt
=

ApV

2m
(−CdzyVz +ClzyVy ) (8)

dVy

dt
=

ApV

2m
(−CdzyVy −ClzyVz ) − д (9)

We did the same calculation for the x-axis, changing the rotation
number and force values to those on the xy plane. As a result,
the acceleration of each axis can be expressed by the following
equation:

dVz
dt
=

ApVzy

2m
(−CdzyVz +ClzyVy ) (10)

dVy

dt
=

ApVzy

2m
(−CdzyVy −ClzyVz )

+
ApVxy

2m
(−CdxyVy −ClxyVx ) − д (11)

dVx
dt
=

ApVxy

2m
(−CdxyVx +ClxyVy ) (12)

Secondly, we implemented forces at play when the ball is bounc-
ing.We assignedV0(V0z ,V0y ) to refer to velocity immediately before
the bounce and V1(V1z ,V1y ) to velocity after the bounce. Also, ω0
means angular velocity before, ω1, after. As the y-axis is not af-
fected by friction (e = restitution coefficient), the following equation
applies:

V1y = −eV0y (13)

e can be obtained using the following equation:

e = 0.00003V 2
y − 0.0102Vy + 0.844 (14)

A frictional force acts between the coat and the ball during
bouncing. This force is expressed as:

F = −m
dVz
dt

(15)

⇐⇒

∫ t1

t0
Fdt = −m(V1z −V0z ) (16)

Also, from the moment of inertia about the rotation of the ball (I
= moment of inertia, R = ball radius), we can derive the following
equations:

FR = I
dω

dt
(I = 0.55mR2) (17)

⇐⇒ R

∫ t1

t0
Fdt = I (ω1 − ω0) (18)

Figure 7: Track of ball. Smoothed tracking data (orange
squares) and service in VR (blue circles). The unit of each
axis is meters.

Table 2: Estimated service trajectory error(cm)

Type Flat Slice Spin Kick Center Body Wide

Error 3.8 4.7 8.1 7.9 3.2 1.1 2.4

If bounce time is very short, it can be assumed that the frictional
force is constant; this is expressed as:∫ t1

t0
Fdt = F (t1 − t0) (19)

At a certain slowness, the conditions of a bounce change from
sliding to rolling. Therefore, we can define the speed of the center
of gravity as equal with the speed of rotation. This can be expressed
as:

V1z = Rω1 (20)

In services, it is often the case that bounces terminate in sliding
conditions. However, to simplify the calculation, we assumed that
all bounces finish in rolling state. By substituting the values of (16),
(18), and (19) into (20), we get this expression:

V0z −
F

m
(t1 − t0) = R(ω1 +

FR

I
(t1 − t0)) (21)

⇐⇒ t1 − t0 =
V0x − Rω1m

(1 + 1
0.55 )F

(22)

By substituting (22) into (16) and (18),V1z andω1 were expressed
as

V1z = V0z −
V0z − Rω0

(1 + 1
0.55 )

(23)

⇐⇒ ω1 = ω0 +
V0z − Rω0
R(1 + 0.55)

(24)

The splash direction of balls showed great variance depending
on sliding vs. rolling state. Since we considered there to be no
significant difference in the amount of rotation in services other
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than flat, we determined sliding or rolling states based on the angle
of incidence of the ball relative to the ground. We defined θV0XZ as
the angle of traveling direction on the xz plane before the bounce,
θV0R0XZ as the angle formed by the traveling direction and the
rotation axis in the xz plane, and θV0XZY as the angle formed by
the speed of the XZ plane and the y-axis.

If the value of tanθV0XZY was less than 0.3, we assumed that
ball speed was sufficiently fast for the bounce to end in a sliding
condition. We considered sliding conditions to have little influence
on the direction of ball travel before and after bounces; therefore,
we defined the direction after the bounce as θV0XZ .

If the value of tanθV0XZY was higher than 0.3, it was assumed
that the ball would transition from the slipping state to the rolling
state. The rotation axis of the ball both before and after bouncing
influenced the direction after the bounce. Therefore, for the rolling
state, we defined the direction after the bounce as θV0R0XZ /2 +
θV0XZ .

Lastly, based on three-dimensional coordinates obtained via
three-dimensional reconstruction and on consideration of forces
at play during flight, we implemented one more variable: power
at the moment of service. Force-related factors included the initial
speed, the rotational speed, and the angle of the rotating shaft. We
calculated initial speed based on coordinate changes within a range
of video frames, from just before to just after a given service, and
the rotation speed and axis from the coordinates of the falling point
and the force received in the air ((10)(11)(12)). This Fig. 7 consists of
ball trajectory of flat service (body) by tracking and of the service
actually presented in this system. Maximum error of services was
8.1cm at "Spin", and minimum was 1.1cm at "Body" (Table 2).

5 EXPERIMENT
5.1 Procedure
In this study, we performed motion analysis using the virtual envi-
ronment we developed. We set the frame rate of the system to 90
fps. For the experiments, we used a laptop computer: G-Tune (CPU:
Intel®Core™i7-6700K 4.0 GHz; memory: 16.0 GB; OS: Windows 10
Professional). A total of nine people (all male and right-handed)
participated in this study. Their age ranged from 20 to 29 years old.
Four of them were experts in tennis with at least three years in a
tennis club, and the others were novices with at most one year in
a tennis club. No participants had experience in similar research
projects.

We did two experiments, A and B. A exclusively studied the flat
spin type as used in different courses (center, body, and wide), while
B examined different spin types (flat, slice, kick, topspin) as used in
the same course (body or wide); so, A examined three service types
and B examined four types. We presented each service type in each
experiment five times, ordered randomly. Experimental participants
were equipped with the HMD device: the tracker on their waist,
the controllers on their calves, and the racket with attached tracker.
After outfitting, we let them act freely for about one minute so they
could get used to the virtual environment. Then, we demonstrated,
one time each, the service types to be used in the experiments, after
which we started experiments.

Figure 8: Movements of both legs of experts (upper) and
novices (lower). Center, body, and wide from left to right.
Horizontal axis is time(s); vertical axis is crosswise position
(in meters).

5.2 Results and Observations
5.2.1 Foot stance at moment of service return(A). Fig. 8 shows

averaged behaviors of both legs for experts and novices during
service returns in experiment A.

When returning center and wide-course services, experts’ legs
intersected twice, whereas novices’ legs did not intersect. In terms
of foot positioning, experts used a "closed stance," where the feet
and body are turned sideways to the net, and novices used an "open
stance," where the feet are aligned parallel to the net.

Using a closed stance, a player may execute a "running shot,"
where the player prepares for a swing while running, then stabilizes
posture once the distance to the ball is covered.

Open stance, on the other hand, is widely used in regular ral-
lies. This stance facilitates a full follow-through and a complete
uncoiling of the torso, as well as a short setup time.

Services in this experiment were extremely fast (approximately
150 km/h, about twice as fast as ordinary shots), and participants
only had about 0.6 seconds to judge courses and execute service
returns. Players using open stances encountered difficulty reaching
the ball as well as preparing a stable return shot within this time
window.

Therefore, it can be said that open stance is not suitable for
returning fast services where the returner must cover distance
to the ball. Choice of stance for returning might be one of the
differences between experts and novices.

5.2.2 Take-back time(B). Figure. 9 shows averaged behaviors of
waists with respect to experts’ and novices’ returns in experiment
B.

In flat and slice services, experts recovered from rotation of
the waist more quickly (i.e., showed shorter take-back times) than
novices. Since topspin and kick services are slow in terms of ball
speed, they allow enough time to prepare for hitting, irrespective of
waist rotation; however, flat and slice services are fast, and therefore,
players need short take-back times to execute stable returns. This
might be another key difference between novices and experts.

5.2.3 Waist rotation amount(B). Compared with novices, ex-
perts turned their waists more except in returning slice services
(Fig. 9). In order to hit a powerful and stable return in tennis, it
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Figure 9: Spine rotation. Flat (upper left), slice (upper right),
topspin (lower left), kick (lower right). Horizontal axis is
time(s); vertical axis is rotation of spine (in degrees)

Figure 10: The movement of Spine (Wide Flat). Experts (left)
and novices (right). Horizontal axis is time(s); vertical axis
is difference of vertical position of spine (in meters)

is necessary to rotate one’s waist, applying force with the whole
body and not just the racket arm. This might be yet another factor
separating experts from novices.

The slice was the only service participants largely returned using
backhands, which require reaching across the body to hit a ball
on one’s left using a right-arm stroke. This entails greater waist
rotation as a matter of course, and therefore, there was not much
difference between experts and novices in returning slice services.

5.2.4 Split Step (A and B). Fig. 10 shows behaviors of waists
during experts’ and novices’ service returns in experiment A.

The data indicates that experts changed the coordinates in the
gravity direction from the start of the toss-up to the launch of the
service, but novices did not.

In tennis, there is a footwork technique called split step, which
allows players to land according to the timing of opponents’ hits;
using this technique, players absorb the force of impacting the
ground by compressing or lowering their bodies slightly upon land-
ing, after which they can continue to move smoothly in the desired
direction. Although experts initially moved their legs apart during
service returns, they moved them upwards and downwards once
before and once after the moment of service. This is consistent with
the movement of jumping and landing, meaning experts used the
split step technique. As the data show, novices did not demonstrate
such movements.

Figure 11: Direction of spine movement for experts (upper)
andnovices (lower). Center, body, andwide from left to right.
Horizontal axis is time(s) and vertical axis is difference in
fore and aft position of spine (in meters)

5.2.5 Direction of movement (A and B). Fig. 11 shows averaged
waist movement in a fore-and-aft direction for both expert and
novice service returns.

For every service course, experts moved forward from the start of
toss-up until the moment of service, but novices returned services
without moving forward and backward very much. A strong return
can be achieved even in a compact posture if the returner’s weight
is already in forward motion at the moment of the return shot.
In returning, there is not much time to pull back the racket, so a
successful return requires moving forward while rotating the waist.
Experts achieved this, while novices tended to rely on sideways
movement.

6 LIMITATIONS
6.1 Bouncing parameters
For this study, we calculated physical behaviors of balls discretely,
determining values for balls’ post-bounce traveling direction based
on fast service and slow service. For separation, we adopted 0.3
(a value of tangent). In some slow services, the ball’s direction of
travel changed greatly. However, in topspin services, the axis of
rotation is almost parallel to the ground. Therefore, topspin services
almost never travel laterally after bouncing. On the other hand, kick
services do result in lateral bounces. Therefore, we set θV0R0XZ /2+
θV0XZ which is an angle that can reproduce the behavior of the kick
service after the bounce. This is different from the original physical
law. Therefore, it is true that the behavior of tennis balls after the
bounce is different from that before the bounce. It is important to
approximate these actual physical parameters.

6.2 Field size
During the experiment, we recorded and analyzed motions in ser-
vice returns only; the tracking area of the HTC VIVE was around
3.5 m × 3.5 m, which is too narrow to analyze other situations. This
problem can be solved by adding tracking stations to the experi-
mental field. A 10 m × 10 m field would cover the area of half of a
tennis court, and could be used to analyze various shots in addition
to returns. Therefore, we will consider improving implementation
in order to analyze other shots.
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6.3 Reproducibility
In this study, we did not verify the reproducibility of the motions in
the actual environment. It can be confirmed by verifying whether
the same reaction can be observed in the real environment and
our virtual environment. We will verify it by conducting motion
analysis on selected conditions in the real environment.

6.4 Participants and Categories
In this study, the number of the participants was nine and it was
not enough to verify significance. Also, we just had two classes
"expert" and "novice" for the analysis. Therefore, we will increase
the number of participants and look at the detailed differences
among skilled players.

7 CONCLUSION
In this study, we developed a virtual environment for motion anal-
ysis of tennis service returns. We virtualized service motions of a
skilled player and reproduced the ball trajectories of those services.
We conducted two experiments with four experienced players and
five novices. As a result of the analysis, we outlined differences
between experts and novices in service return motions.
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